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the first season of desperate housewives started off with a bang, and that never seemed to stop. the
storyline made sure to keep viewers on their toes, throwing in twists and turns that kept them

guessing and returning for more. the show's villains were plenty intriguing, and there was plenty of
humor to go around. there was also a touch of mystery to the show, and it was definitely worth the

ride. the premiere episode, "a little bit naughty", introduced us to the four women who would
become the main characters of desperate housewives. the main character was mary alice young, the

perfect housewife. the first episode introduced her best friend, mary alice young (brenda strong),
and the other three women her bff's were lynette scavo (marcia cross), bree van de kamp (marcia

gay harden), and gabby (eva longoria). all four women are married to handsome, seemingly perfect
men. i am a huge fan of the desperate housewives tv series, and this is my favorite site to download
housewives episodes. you can search through different categories to find housewives episodes, and
each category features a list of the most popular episodes in that category. i love the site because it
does not ask for any personal information, and this keeps things simple. i also love how it lets you
download a single episode for free. if you want to download multiple episodes, you can simply buy
them as a bundle. with its jaw-dropping finale, its now-classic title theme, its quirky characters, and
its loveable and quirky cast, desperate housewives has been an icon of tv for a decade. it's a series

that is at least worthy of being placed alongside such other shows as six feet under and the
sopranos. even though the show is about a group of women living on a suburban street, its humour

is universal, and its charm is an acquired taste. this series of shows may be over, but we're just
happy that it'll never be forgotten.
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EZTV is widely known as the top torrent site for TV shows with an enormous selection, clean and ad-
free interface, and range of resolution options.You can also follow popular shows with EZTVs
countdown list, a live countdown for shows due to air soon. I advise you against downloading

copyrighted content on EZTV or any other torrent site the activity is illegal in most jurisdictions and
can get you in serious legal trouble. When downloading torrents be wary of people offering direct
links to download files from the Pirate Bay. While technically legal, using a torrent site links to the
Pirate Bay raises the likelihood of getting caught by the authorities. Not to mention that using the
Pirate Bay puts you at risk of downloading malware and viruses. I preferred to use a free VPN to

TorGuard because it doesnt slow down your speeds like a paid service. Still, neither of these VPNs do
much to guard against bandwidth sniffing. You can use the WiFi for torrenting but it will only protect

your local network and wont protect your bandwidth. A VPN with a dedicated port for torrenting,
such as CyberGhost, Instead, consider using an encrypted VPN to torrent anonymously while

protecting your identity, location, and traffic on your home connection. VPNs are very affordable,
especially if you compare the cost of a 30-day plan vs. a VPN. ExpressVPN comes highly

recommended by our editors, and theyre available for just $6.67/month. However, the great news is
you can get a discount of 66% off the standard monthly price, or $3.67/month with the ExpressVPN
discount coupon . If you use that coupon, the total is just $1.66/month for a VPN that is twice as fast
as a standard $6/month plan. Also, theres a generous 30-day money-back guarantee, and the refund

of your money is fast and hassle-free. 5ec8ef588b
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